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Abstract 

 

Parking facilities are an integrated component of the roadway system. It is the first 

experience that people have while traveling to a destination. 

Parking has become a problem in Delhi-NCR regions. As per traffic survey conducted by 

the Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) it was found that 5.7 lakh vehicles that 

enter Delhi daily is close to or more than the total number of vehicles that get registered 

in Delhi in a year. There is a need for systematic parking system. 

Insufficient parking spaces, lack of knowledge about available parking spots force 

commuters to park vehicles on roads and at unauthorized parking places. No real-time 

information about parking is available to users.  

Insufficient knowledge about nearby garages in case of break down worsens our travel 

woes. 

We need to have a single integrated solution to overcome travelling problems 

encountered on daily basis. A solution that makes travel stress free, that not only saves 

time but gasoline too.  

 

 

 

  



Introduction 

 

As Delhi is progressing and becoming a hub for corporate and occupational 

opportunities, the number of commuters have increased. Roads are filled with vehicles. 

Growing number of cars and finding a place to park them is one of the Delhi’s biggest 

nightmares.  

Vehicles are parked on the roadside. Because of congestion on roads commuters do not 

find parking space. It leads to a host of other problems – encroachments, road rages and 

even murders. As the number of cars in Delhi is growing, there is an urgent need for 

having systematic parking solution.  

In the wake of this problem, we decided to come up with a solution that could minimise 

parking problems. Since a lot of time, energy and resource is lost in finding a suitable 

parking location, we have come up with an efficient tool for searching parking spaces, 

fuel pumps and garages in and around an area with the help of Global Positioning System 

(GPS).  

Thus, our team devised the application Usher, which is an integrated solution to 

overcome all the travelling problems encountered in daily life. This application reads the 

user’s location thus providing sufficient parking details like name, authority, capacity, 

timings, and peak hours, contact and pricing charges.  

The user is also provided with other utilities like fuel pumps and garages which could 

prove to be very useful while travelling long distances. 

 

 

  



Objectives 

 

The Innovation project proposed to develop a single integrated solution to overcome 

travelling problems encountered on daily basis. A solution that makes travel stress free, 

that not only saves time but fuel too. 

• Our aim objective was to design an android app “Usher” that will be 

available on google play store. 

•  

• The application aims to provide a platform for getting parking information 

of locations situated in Delhi. It will allow users to filter available parking 

based on various parameters such as fare, distance from destination or the 

user’s current location, types of parking available etc.    

 

• It will also help them to navigate to their desired parking spot. 

 

• The application also provides information regarding garages in case of a 

breakdown. We can filter garages on basis on brands handled. 

 

• Information regarding fuel stations.  

 

  



Economic Benefit 

 

The study of Economics aims at making ‘the best optimal use of available resources’ i.e 

maximisation of one’s satisfaction is the key to ultimate happiness in a cost-effective 

manner. Usher provides precisely that. Usher app aims at the user’s maximum 

satisfaction derived from choosing the best parking slot, garages for emergency repairs 

and servicing and petrol pumps and gas station (fuel stations). 

Usher allow us to choose the best alternative thus saving time, energy and money, it is 

also lucrative when it comes to business expansion. Usher also provides prospective for 

advertisement of places like malls, theatre, shops, clubs etc. Since travelling problems 

have been compounding continuously, new areas and special spots could be developed 

for the same thus expanding business and investment in this sector. Usher application 

can generate revenue from advertisements appearing in the app. Eventually we can 

include the feature of pre-booking of parking spots online.  

If the roads are not congested and traffic is smooth, it will lead to smooth and safe 

functioning of the roads. People would have an incentive to move out of their houses and 

travel. As economists say that ‘the individuals would be satisfied and would be at their 

equilibrium’. Individuals will be encouraged to work more without much hassle as they 

would not have to worry about parking spaces, emergencies and the like which are an 

extra burden while travelling. When a country’s citizen is happy, the economy will 

progress better. 

 

  



Methodology 

 

 To understand user needs. Questionnaire was designed. Data from 500 people 

were collected. Questions were based on parking problems faced by the people or 

whether they think there is a need of an app indicating parking places within 

vicinity.  

 Review of existing applications. 

  Design of databases 

 In the initial phase, data was collected from nearly 260 authorised parking 

locations in Delhi/NCR, managed by SDMC, NDMC, DDA, metro and mall 

parking. 

 

 The details included – opening and closing hours, busy hours, capacity, price, 

incremental price, contact details and authority under which it is maintained. We 

updated our database by mentioning the parking details along with its 

coordinates.  

 

 Data about service stations (garages) and fuel stations located in Delhi /NCR,  

was collected from online sources 

  Design of user interface. 

 Testing and optimization of App designed. 

 Uploading the android app at Google play store 

 Design of Usher website to provide online support. 

 

  



Methodology, Result And Discussion 

To understand user needs, Questionnaire was designed. Data from 500 people were 

collected. Questionnaire was specially designed to get an unbiased response through a 

mix of open and close ended questions. User response were analysed. They helped in 

understanding the feasibility and scope of the project. 

 

Analysis of Questionnaire 

 

 

Regularly
44%

Sometimes
46%

Rarely
10%

How commonly people face parking problem?

Regularly Sometimes Rarely

Yes
87%

No
13%

Need for a Parking App

Yes No



 

 

 

Above observations highlighted the existence of parking problem and user’s need for an 

application, that provides accurate information regarding parking spots. 

 

 

 

 

Searching for 
Cheaper Parking

38%

Searching for Parking
62%

Major problem while searching for Parking

Searching for Cheaper Parking Searching for Parking

Online
60%

Offline
40%

How can one want to pay for the parking ticket

Online Offline



 

 

 

Responses to the questionnaire, showed feasibility of the application and suggested user 

inclination towards pre-booking and online payment for parking spots. These can 

ultimately be implemented with upgradation of infrastructure and technology at parking 

spots around the city. 

It was decided to review existing applications available for assisting parking. At the start 

of the project, only one application PParke, was operational in Bengaluru. Many new 

such application came during the time of the project so analysis on these applications 

were done.   

How prior does one want to book?

0-30 min 30min-1hr 1-2hrs

71%

29%

Pay additional charges to book parking slot?

Yes No



PParke 

 The application allows user to pre book parking slots online, at selected 

places in Bangalore.  

 The application has expanded services to Mumbai, Delhi and Chennai. 

App only provides parking information. Data was found to be inaccurate 

for many sites. 

Parkitekt Bangalore 

 It helps in finding parking spaces – at venues like popular restaurants, 

entertainment arena’s, business districts. 

 Available for only Bangalore users. 

 

Constapark 

 It is an on-demand valet parking service to provide parking at selected 

parking sites.  

 At present this service is available in Bangalore only. 

Study of available applications highlighted shortcomings, helped in defining primary 

objectives of the project.  

Database Schema for Parking was designed, keeping in mind information needed by 

travellers which was relevant for parking especially those in NCR region. 

 

               PARKING DATABASE SCHEMA 



Base Price indicates the minimum parking charges, Incremental Price indicate 

incremental charges added hourlyBusy hour Start-Busy hour End indicates peak hours 

and can suggest probability of finding a parking at those sites. 

Covered indicates whether it is a covered or an open parking. 

Latitude and Longitude are the co-ordinates of the parking at an accuracy offset of 10-

15m taken by the Global Positioning System. 

Likewise, Databases to store Garage information were also designed. Information 

regarding Garages that may assist users in case of breakdown. 

 

 

    GARAGE DATABASE SCHEMA 

 

Car Brands define the list of Car Brands whose servicing are supported by the given 

Garage same for 2W Brands where 2W stands for 2-Wheeler. 

Services provide the list of services offered by the Garage and Price define the standard 

pricing for these services. 

Authority defines the name of the owner/organization the garage belongs to. 

Location as before corresponds to the Geographical Location in terms of Longitude and 

Latitude of the Garage according to the corresponding address provided. 

Auto-Parts gives a standard list of parts which are provided / available for both repair and 

purchase to be installed to the vehicle. 

Another type of information which is not generally available is the location of Fuel 

Stations, though Google Maps provide this information but fail to provide additional 



relevant data on it such as type of fuel available, which is an essential piece of 

information which one should know prior to visiting the fuel station. 

 

 

    FUEL STATION DATABASE SCHEMA 

Fuel Type lists the list of all types of fuel available at the fuelling station and the data 

also shows whether the station is a 24hrs operational or not. 

 

Keeping these parameters and elements of information in mind, data was collected by the 

Data Collection team. 

Data on some 260 parking spots in NCR regions were collected over the period of a year 

including those of SDMC, NDMC, DMRC and DDA. Parking data was also collected of 

those under the control of private authorities such as malls and shopping complexes. 

Data on nearly 360 fuel stations were collected mainly of those under the control of 

Indian Oil, Bharat Petroleum, HP and Indraprastha Gas Limited. Data was also cross 

checked via official websites of these companies. 

Information on around 360 garages were added to the database, along with relevant 

information acquired from various sources. 

Geographical Co-ordinates of these sites were determined using GPS device either by 

visiting these places or through online data available. This data will be used to assist 

users to navigate to these sites. 

 

  



Design of User Interface  
The following screens were designed for displaying different features of Usher 

 
1.) Launch Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.) On launching the app for the first time, a slideshow of Usher’s main features 

appears, giving an overview to the user. 

 

3.)  Dialog box to choose search option  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

1.) Based on user’s choice, the app shows either Parking, Garages, or Fuel 

Stations. 

I. Parking -  

A. In case of parking, 

App shows Google Map 

Containing some Markers  

to indicate nearest parking 

places. 

A blue circle indicates  

user’s current location. 

The app automatically  

Focuses to user current  

Location. 

A user can focus the app  

To his/her location  

anytime by pressing the  

my location button  

located below the search bar  

manually. 

B.  Users can also search for parkings at different locations, using 

the search box. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Details of Parking Place appear on tapping the markers.  

 



D. On choosing a marker a bottom Sheet appears. The screen can 

be swiped up to view the complete details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

User can find details like Capacity and Price, Timings, Authority etc. The screen 

contains three buttons 

1. Call – by pressing this button users can call the concern person 

at that parking place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. E-mail – User can also write an e-mail to the 

concern person. 

3. Navigate – User can Navigate to desired location 

using services provided by Google Maps.  

 

4. There is also a Button to suggest edits or report any 

incorrect data. 

On choosing the option, user will be presented with 

a screen to suggest changes and updates. 



As the user presses submit button a Toast will appear with 

message “thank you for your suggestions” to confirm the 

submission. 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Garages – 

 In case of garages user will also get similar experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 User can see address, service brand support for both two-

wheeler and four-wheeler, pricing list, services and parts 

offered at the garage. 

 User can navigate using Google Map and can also call to 

concern person at that garage. 

 User can also suggest edits or report details. 



III. Fuel Stations –  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 For Fuel Stations, users are provided with following details 

1. Phone number  

2. Address 

3. Type  

4. Open 24/7 

 User can also suggest edits or report details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.) Menu – 

I. User can switch between Parking, Garages, Fuel Stations any time. 

II. Another menu has been designed where, a user can switch between Normal and 

Satellite View of the Map. 



III. In the third Section, there are various features 

Filters - user can filter the results. 

 Add Location – User can add their own parking place, garages and fuel stations 

 Share – by using this button a user can share the download link on various platforms. 

 Feedback – a user can send feedback using an e-mail client to Usher. 

 Rate us – user can rate Usher on Google Play. 

 About – will direct the user to a webpage showing details about Usher. 

3.) Filters –  

I. Parking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II.  Garage 

 

 

  



Innovation Expected 

  

1. Usher introduces a unique platform for getting information regarding different 

authorized parkings, nearby garages as well as fuel pumps. 

2. The application shall create awareness about authorized parkings sites, garages, 

fuel stations.  

3. The app covers several authorized parkings: 

                     a)       Public parkings 

                                    1)DMRC 

                                    2)SDMC 

                                    3)NDMC 

                                    4)DDA 

                     b)       Private parkings  

                                   1)Malls 

                                   2)Cinema halls 

 

4. Usher is different from other parking applications in several ways: 

 

 Usher provides complete details of parking, garages, petrol pumps with phone 

numbers. It provides a single integrated solution for travel convenience. 

 It is a free app that can be easily downloaded. 

 It shows updated rates of parking places. 

 Details of services provided by garages. 

 Navigation to desired site is provided through Google maps.   

 Usher app aims to provide maximum user satisfaction, derived from choosing 

the best parking slot, garages for emergency repairs and servicing and fuel 

stations. 

 

 

 

  



Conclusion and Future direction 

 

 

With the increase in traffic, the problem of parking has become worse even more. 

Shortage of parking leads too unauthorized parkings making streets narrower thereby 

leading to traffic jams. Increase in traffic means more number of breakdowns in a day, 

which also leads to jams. 

Analysing these problems, our team has developed a single app for all travelling related 

problems experienced by travellers while commuting. The app provides a single interface 

by providing all relevant information that user needs to make their travel easy. The app 

provides all the information about the parking like parking charges, their timings, 

distance from the user, contact information etc. It also provides information about 

garages and nearby fuel stations.  

In future, this app could be used to show actual availability of parking spots at current 

time. Online booking of parking spots could be done. The app could be extended for 

other cities. 
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Pictures of team at work 



Appendix 

NAME :                                                                                                 EMAIL ID. : 

 

1. How commonly do you face parking problem? 

 Regularly  Sometimes  Rarely 

 

  

2. Are you using any Parking App at present, if yes please mention. 

 

3. Do you think there is a need for Parking convenience App ? 

 Yes  No   

 

  

4. If online parking reservation system is available. How prior would you want to book a parking 

space before reaching the destination  

 0-30 min  30 min – 1 Hour   1-2 Hour     

5. Any feature you feel should be there in the App that provides information about organised 

parking system?  

 

      

6. Will you like to reserve a parking slot if there are charges for reserving time ? 

 Yes                                           No 

7. How do you want to pay for reserving a parking spot ? 

 

8. What information do you think the App should provide regarding unorganised parking places 

(parking by MCD, Delhi Metro, DDA,NDMC) ? 

 

9. Your major problem in parking is : 

 Searching for parking  searching for cheaper parking  
 

   

10. In case of a breakdown of your vehicle , would you like the APP to assist in locating garage 

location facility(Utility services etc.)? 

 Yes                                           No 

 

11. Any travel related problem you experience in daily life, while travelling in your private vehicles?  
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